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Supplementing Haptic Feedback in Flight Envelope Protection
Through Visual Display Indications
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Haptic cues on the side stick are a promising method to reduce loss of control in-flight incidents. They can be

intuitively interpreted andprovide immediate support, leading to a shared control system.However, haptic interfaces

are limited in providing information, and the reason for cuesmay not always be clear to pilots. This study presents the

results of the conceptual development of visual display symbology that supports haptic feedback on the side stick in

communicating flight envelope boundaries to pilots. Novel indications for the limits of airspeed, load factor, angle of

attack, and angle of bank, which for the first time simultaneously indicatemagnitude and direction of the haptic cues,

were integrated in an Airbus primary flight display. The symbologywas tested in a pilot-in-the-loop experiment with

professional Airbus pilots (N � 16) flying several approaches in alternate lawwith haptic feedback. Objective results

do not show clear improvements, although the time spent outside the flight envelope is slightly reduced. Subjective

results indicate a preference, however, for the new display and an increased understanding of the haptic feedback.

Further research is recommended to improve the interface design, remove unused indications, and test a bank

scenario using current operational bank limits.

I. Introduction

L OSS of control in-flight (LOC-I) has been the primary cause of

fatal commercial jet airplane accidents in the last decade [1].

There aremultiple definitions of LOC-I, but a common factor is that it

involves flying outside the flight envelope (FE), with the potential of

making it impossible for pilots to control the aircraft [2]. Modern fly-

by-wire aircraft are protected from such FE excursions, but when

automation degrades or fails, these protections are reduced and pilots

find themselves in a situation where it is not clear how to keep the

aircraft within the envelope.

An example of such an occurrence is Air Asia flight 8501 in 2014

[3]. Due to a fault in the rudder travel limiter unit (RTLU) of theAirbus

A320 and subsequent actions by the crew, the aircraft switched from

normal to alternate control law, losing most of its protections and

disconnecting the autopilot. The RTLU fault made the aircraft bank

to 54°. Startled by this, the crew responded incorrectly, banking the

aircraft to even extremer angles and eventually pulling the aircraft into

an unrecovered prolonged stall. All 162 people on board perished

when the aircraft crashed into the Java Sea. This and other incidents,

like the Air France 447 [4], show that once protections are lost, pilots

lack clear cues on their statewith respect to FE boundaries and on how

to return to flight within the envelope.

Previous research on haptic feedback, as a way to communicate

information to human operators, has shown that haptic cues might

close this information gap and decrease LOC-I incidents [5]. Never-

theless, it was found that pilots were sometimes unsure as to what

triggered the haptic feedback and what corrective action to take. It

was recommended that a visual representation of the haptic cuing and

FE is developed to help pilots understand what the haptic feedback is

telling them [6]. In combination with haptic feedback, this may assist
pilots in recognizing the edges of the FE and act accordingly.
Research on an unmanned aerial vehicle collision avoidance system
indeed suggests an increase in user acceptance when adding visual-
izations to a haptic system [7].
Several research projects have investigated the design of visual

displays that can show (more) FE information. In airliners the pri-
mary flight display (PFD) appears to be the preferred location to
integrate such information, although some researchers proposed a
separate display. A common factor in most existing solutions is the
separation of output and input space into separate displays, that is,
showing either the limits of the envelope (the output space) [8–12] or
the limits in control inputs (the input space) that would otherwise
bring the aircraft outside that envelope [12]. No previous research is
known about a single aircraft display specifically integrating the
limits on the input and output space together with information on
associated haptic feedback.
This study builds on the foundations of the aforementioned

research [5] by investigating a display design that aimed to integrate
the input and output spaces, while also showing the force and
direction cues of the specific haptic feedback implemented in that
research. For the first time, a single display design is presented that
combines all of these. The paper starts with background information
on FEs and haptic feedback in Sec. II. Section III presents the display
design and explains the rationale behind it. The displaywas tested in a
human-in-the-loop flight simulator experiment involving 16 profes-
sional airline pilots, as discussed in Sec. IV, to assess the potential of
said display. Section V describes the experimental results, which are
then discussed in Sec. VI together with some recommendations for
further research. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. Background

Abasic understanding of the FE is required to grasp theworking of
the haptic feedback and any display design choices. This section
provides a short introduction to these concepts, togetherwith a couple
of implementation details that are specific to this research.

A. Flight Envelope

The longitudinal performance limits of an aircraft are often captured
in a FE that relates velocity V to load factor n. A common FE shape is
depicted by the solid line in Fig. 1. The upper velocity limit is dictated
by the maximum velocity or VMO that can be attained by the aircraft,
respecting aerodynamic andvibration limits. Structural limits, indicated
byhorizontal lines, put aminimumnmin andmaximumnmax on the load
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factor independent of airspeed. At low speeds, a quadratic relation
limits the minimum velocity Vα;max. Flying below Vα;max at a too high

load factor will stall the aircraft. With extended flaps, both Vα;max and

VMO decrease, leading to amuch smaller FE (Fig. 1b).Airbus aircraft in

addition cap the lower and upper load factor limits to 0 and 2g,
respectively, when the flaps are not up [13], but the model from this

study keeps the load factor limits at −1 and 2.5g in order to match the
haptic feedback from our previous study [5].
In that study, safety margins were added to the FE to create a so-

called safe flight envelope (SFE), indicated by the red dashed line in
Fig. 1. The associated protection margins were chosen such that

pilots have sufficient time to steer the aircraft away from the boun-
daries after being alerted of leaving the SFE. The load factor margins

are 0.5g, lower speed margins vary along the envelope, and the high-
speed margin is fixed at 20 kts below VMO. Another margin can be

distinguished near the lower velocity regime indicated by the dashed
green line, and showing critically low velocity close to a stall.
The envelopes in Fig. 1 are overlaid with maximum and minimum

load factors encountered in 10,066 Airbus A320 flights [14]. Note

that the envelopes shown here are for illustration purposes only and
do not precisely match the actual envelope corresponding to those

flights. In flaps up, aircraft in general stay well away from the
boundaries, with only some flights nearing the SFE. On the contrary,

with the significantly smaller FE corresponding to a flaps 3 configu-
ration, the majority seems to operate to the right of the SFE. This can

be explained by the lack of the fixed 20 kts overspeed margin in real-
life operations.

B. Haptic Feedback

For a full description of the haptic feedback, the readers are
referred to our previous paper [5]. We will explain the basic working

principles bymeans of Fig. 2, illustrating the haptic profile, that is, the
stick deflection δ and force required F. Break-out zone δbr and

associated spring coefficient kbr give the pilot a haptic feeling of
the neutral point δnp. Outside this break-out zone, the spring coef-

ficients are related to the negative (k−) or positive (k�) deflection of
the stick. While only longitudinal haptic feedback was considered

there, lateral feedback, based on the same principles, has since been
implemented and both were used in the present research.
The system can be summarized with five haptic cues to commu-

nicate the FE to the pilot. First, when the aircraft leaves the SFE, a
discrete force cue warns the pilot. Second, continuing to steer the
aircraft out of the SFE results in a progressively increased stiffness, as
shown by the asymmetric profile in Fig. 2. Third, when zero stick
input is insufficient to return to the SFE for low velocities, the neutral
point moves. Fourth, the stick shaker activates when crossing the
critical lower velocity indicated on the FE in Fig. 1a by the dashed
green line. Fifth, the neutral point of the stick shifts during an over-
speed situation to indicate the automatic pitch up command. A more
detailed visualization of these steps is given in Sec. III.C.

III. Display Design

The haptic feedback system from Sec. II.B was tested with pro-
fessional airline pilots in previous research [6], yielding an overall
positive evaluation but also a recommendation to investigate adding a
visual display to complement the haptic cues. Indeed, combining
haptic feedback with a visual display could fulfill the guideline of
using multiple resources when presenting important information
[15]. To address the shortcomings of existing displays, such as the
lack of integration of input and output space, a new display was
designed. It should show the pilots which envelope limit is triggering
the haptics, where the aircraft is with respect to the (S)FE and what
forces are acting on the stick. This section first elaborates on the
principle behind a design that fulfills all of these requirements, and
then explains the look and feel of the various new display elements.

A. Design Principle

To support the haptic system, the indications on the display have to
match the forces felt through the side stick in both magnitude and
direction. From the cues discussed in Sec. II.B, the discrete cue and
changing stiffness can be visualized by an ordinary spring (upper part
of Fig. 3) that is positioned next to the side stick. When the aircraft
approaches the edge of the SFE, as discussed in Sec. II.A, the spring
moves toward the stick. Upon leaving the SFE the free end of the
spring—visualized by the left-most vertical line—barely touches the
stick. At this point the haptic feedback gives a discrete impulse
(pulse) on the stick to grab the pilot’s attention. When the aircraft
gets further into the protection zone, the spring is progressively
compressed, its width increases, and so does the force exerted by
the spring. This force acts in the direction opposite to the movement
of the stick, making it harder for the pilot to maintain a stick input in
that direction. If the compression is relaxed, the spring lengthens
again while its thickness and force decrease. Like any spring, the
force is only felt when the spring starts getting compressed. Maxi-
mum compression is reached when the two vertical lines touch each
other, after which the spring coefficient does not change any further.
To ease implementation in the display, improve clarity and reduce

clutter, the spring can instead be visualized in the form of a piston
cylinder whose thickness is similar to the width of the spring (lower

a) Flaps UP b) Flaps 3

Critical low-velocity zone

Fig. 1 Typical FEs with velocity (V) versus load factor (n) [5]. Augmented with load factor data for 10,066 A320 flights [14] for illustrative purposes.

Actual envelopes depend on aircraft configuration and loading.

Fig. 2 Haptic side stick profile.
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part of Fig. 3). Apart from visualizing the “feel” from the haptics in
bothmagnitude and direction, these indications also show the pilot in
which direction he or she should provide control inputs to alleviate
the required force and return the aircraft to the SFE. All of this is
known to help pilots understand and consequently appreciate haptic
feedback better [7]. No indication is added for the stick shaker, as this
cue is a trigger to bring the pilot’s attention to the low speed, rather
than an actual limit; the neutral position shift is neither explicitly
visualized, as it comes in combination with an increased stick stiff-
ness and thus another display indication.
The piston analogy is used throughout the enhanced display. The

symbols and colors are kept uniform over the various indications to
adhere toWickens’s design principle of consistency [15]. In linewith
industry-recommended color coding [16], yellow is used to indicate
the protection limit, beyond which the aircraft is outside the SFE but
still within the FE. The actual FE limits are indicated in red.
To help pilots quickly determine what flight parameter is driving

the haptic feedback on their control inputs, the various axes (bank,
load factor, angle of attack (AoA), and airspeed) are displayed
separately. Where possible, the new indications are placed on parts
of the display that are already showing the related parameter(s)
according to the proximity compatibility principle [15]. Figure 4
shows the PFD with all the FE indications in place. The various
elements are discussed in greater detail below.

B. Novel Display Indications

1. Load Factor

The first addition is a load factor indicator to the left of the airspeed
tape (Fig. 5). The new indicator consists of a vertical tape showing the
load factor currently acting on the aircraft. Similar to the existing
speed and altitude tapes, the indicator is of the inside-out style: the
aircraft is fixed, and the reference scale ismoving. The reference scale
has tick marks every 1g. The FE limits are indicated by horizontal
lines that attach to vertical lines running away from the fixed

reference line. The FE limit is indicated in red, while the SFE limit

is shown in yellow.When the aircraft leaves the SFE, the thickness of

the vertical line on the associated side increases linearly according to

the piston principle. The horizontal yellow and red lines stay fixed at

their positions on the moving scale to provide a quick indication of

the distances to the FE boundaries. An example of an excessive load

factor maneuver is shown in the sequence of Fig. 5. The big red line at

the top of the rightmost figure gives a clear “pitch down” cue to the

pilot. Approaching and crossing the lower limit exhibits a similar but

mirrored sequence on the lower part of the scale.

2. Airspeed

The haptic system provides speed cues on the pitch axis of the side

stick, because pitching up or down is an effective method to control

airspeed (next to controlling the throttle). Tomake it clear to the pilots

that the pitch cue is actually a speed cue, an indication is added to the

speed tape rather than the pitch ladder (Fig. 6). For the overspeed

protection, the standard overspeed barber pole atVMO is replaced by a

protection and maximum limit indication similar to that of the load

factor. The protection is always 20 knots below the maximum speed.

Once the aircraft crosses the protection limit, a gentle nose up

command is encouraged by the haptics.

A similar indication on the lower side of the speed tape corre-

sponds to the low-speed part of the FE, where the haptics will

eventually encourage a nose down command. Midway between the

yellow and red limit, the stick shaker will activate to alert the pilot of

an impending stall.

Fig. 3 Spring (top) and piston (bottom) symbols with increasing levels of compression, corresponding to an increasing haptic force on the deflected side
stick (blue arrow) in the direction of the stick’s neutral position.

Fig. 4 Wireframe view of the Airbus A320 PFD with additional load
factor indicator ① and FE limits for airspeed ②, bank angle ③, and
angle of attack④.

Fig. 5 Load factor indicator progressively reaching and eventually
exceeding the upper limit.

Fig. 6 Overspeed indicator progressively reaching and eventually
exceeding the limit.
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One potential issuewith this representation is that the aircraft nose

must go up for the speed to go down, and vice versa. The way the

speed tape is oriented leads to indications that are not adhering to

the “principle of the moving part” [17,18]. A big red line at the top of

the speed tape might be interpreted as a nose down cue, while the

proper thing to do is to pull the nose up. The other indications (bank,

load factor, and AoA) do give cues in the correct direction. However,

since the speed tape on the A320’s current PFD already has an

indication for overspeed that is similar in direction to this new

piston-symbol, it can be considered an acceptable design.

3. Bank Angle

For the bank angle protection, the piston-like indications are added

below the bank indicator scale (Fig. 7). The limits move with the

horizon—in line with the inside-out design of the PFD—while the

reference aircraft symbol stays fixed. When the aircraft approaches a

bank limit, this gives the pilot the sensation that the limits move

toward the center of the display from the side that the aircraft is

banking to. According to Roscoe’s principle of the moving part, this

helps pilots interpret the direction of the limit that matches the

directional cue given by the side stick [15]. In the example from

Fig. 7, the pilot should roll left to lower the bank angle.

4. Angle of Attack

An indication formargin to stall AoA is added to the PFD as shown

in Fig. 8. The distance from the “whisker” indications to the fixed

aircraft symbol equals themargin of the current AoA to the stall AoA,

similar to Boeing’s pitch limit indication (PLI) [19]. At the red

whiskers, the aircraft is flying at its maximum AoA. A vertical line

in the center of the display grows in width, analogous to the piston

indication from the design principle. To put additional emphasis on

the importance of unloading the wing by pitching down, the lower

end of the piston progressively changes to an arrow as it grows wider.

The indications do not rotate with bank, to ensure that the indications

are always visible and always match a pitch down command. As

such, the display presentation is also compatible with upset recovery
techniques, where unloading must be performed first, before any
bank angle corrections. The whiskers are placed besides the pitch
ladder to not obstruct the ladder.

C. Typical Windshear Recovery

To illustrate the synergy between the FE, display, and haptic
feedback, Fig. 9 shows the display indications during a typical wind-
shear escape procedure side by side with the FE and haptic profiles.
The series of four frames follows the actions a pilot would typically
perform:
Frame 1: The windshear is triggered, indicated by a red windshear
text on the PFD and a synthetic voice repeating “windshear” three
times. The pilot initiates the standard windshear procedure by apply-
ing full thrust and pitching the aircraft to 17.5° of pitch [13].
Frame 2:The pilot receives a pulse on the stick’s pitch axis, aswell as
an increased stick-back stiffness, to alert him or her that the speed is
decreasing outside the SFE. On the speed tape, this is shown by the
current speed protruding into the yellow part of the low-speed piston.
At the same time, the load factor indication shows that the aircraft is
above the safe load factor limit for the current airspeed. And finally,
the AoA indication on the pitch scale starts growing in width, as the
AoA approaches its maximum.
Frame 3: When the aircraft continues the deceleration, the stick
shaker is enabled as an additional low velocity warning. The aircraft
is nowvery close to a stall, and the big red arrow on the pitch ladder of
the PFD urges the pilot to push the nose down. This is also felt in the
stick by an increase in stiffness on the nose-up side. Additionally, the
stick’s neutral point is shifted forward at this point to help the pilot
lower the nose.
Frame 4: After the initial windshear recovery, the aircraft is now
accelerating.When approaching themaximumvelocity limit, as shown
here, a pulse warns the pilot of an imminent excursion and the stick
movesbackward tohelp thepilot bleedoff airspeed.The spring stiffness
of the stick is increased to inform the pilot of the distance to the ultimate
FE limit, as visualized by the widening of the piston on the speed tape.

Fig. 7 Bank angle indicator progressively reaching the limit.

Fig. 8 AoA indicators relative to the fixed aircraft symbol progressively reaching the AoA limit.
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IV. Method

Since pilots are expected to interact with the display, its designwas
tested in a human-in-the-loop simulator experiment. The goals of the
experiment were to evaluate the interaction of pilots with the display,
to investigate possible changes in their control strategy and to study
whether it changes their opinion of the haptic feedback.

A. Participants

Fifteen male professional Airbus pilots from four airlines and
one male Airbus A320 synthetic flight instructor (SFI) voluntarily
participated in the experiment. All participants provided written

consent before the experiment. They were divided over two groups

(A and B, experiencing a different display order), while balancing for
age, experience, and aircraft types as much as possible, as shown in

Table 1. Two pilots in each group had previously participated in our
haptic feedback evaluation [6]. It is worth noting that the second

officers—while not certified to operate the aircraft below 20,000 ft—
did receive complete flight training and all had first-officer Boeing

experience from previous positions. Of the pilots, 14 had experienced

windshear on a real aircraft, of which 9 in an Airbus. All pilots had
received upset recovery and prevention training (UPRT) and had

experienced alternate law in simulator training.

a) State for frame 1 b) PFD+ for frame 1 c) Haptic profile for frame 1

d) State for frame 2 e) PFD+ for frame 2 f) Haptic profile for frame 2

g) State for frame 3 h) PFD+ for frame 3 i) Haptic profile for frame 3

j) State for frame 4 k) PFD+ for frame 4 l) Haptic profile for frame 4

Fig. 9 Typicalwindshear recovery procedure. The left column shows the FE, the center column shows an excerpt of the PFD, and the right column shows
the associated haptic pitch profile.
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B. Apparatus

The experiment took place in the Simulation, Motion, and Navi-
gation (SIMONA) Research Simulator at Delft University of Tech-
nology. The simulator’s exterior and interior are shown in Figs. 10
and 11, respectively. SIMONA is a six-degree-of-freedom motion
simulator with a full-fledged cockpit shell. The interior can be con-
figured to resemble any modern glass cockpit transport aircraft. For
this particular experiment, the motion system was not used.

An electrically controlled Moog FCS Ecol-8000 side stick with

force feedback capabilities as described in [5] was located on the

right-hand side of the pilot, who was seated in the right seat. The

pedalswere not used.ABoeing777 pedestalwith throttle quadrant and

flaps lever, and a Boeing 737ModeControl Panel (Flight Control Unit

inAirbus terminology) complemented the interior. The outside visuals

were provided by FlightGear** and showed the airport infrastructure,

terrain, and important buildings at the airport. A proprietary A320

flight dynamics model including control laws from the German Aero-

space Center (DLR) was used as the simulated aircraft [20]. Since the

model did not include a landing gear, all flights were automatically

stopped upon reaching 50 ft above ground level (AGL).

The entire simulation was run using the Delft University Environ-

ment forCommunication andActivation (DUECA) software.DUECA

is a framework written in C++ allowing for easy real-time distributed

simulations [21]. The PFD and Navigation Display (ND) were drawn

using OpenGL (Fig. 11) and very closely resembled the real Airbus

displays.

C. Procedure

All participants engaged in the procedure outlined in Table 2.

Group A first used the original PFD and then the new PFD, denoted

as PFD+, while the order was reversed for group B. The complete

experiment took approximately 5 h per pilot.
1) Briefing: At the start of the day, the pilots received a short

introduction and were asked to fill in a pre-experiment questionnaire
on their flying and previous research experience.
Inside the simulator, the pilots were seated in the right seat. After a
safety briefing, the various controls and standard displays were
explained, as some of these did not perfectly resemble their Airbus
counterparts. For instructional purposes, the original PFD was tem-
porarily moved to the left screen—the normal location of the ND—
while the right screen showed the haptic profile and the FE.
Without the model in the loop, hence by the simulator operator
changing the state of the aircraft directly, all haptic cues were
explained. The pilots were asked to close their eyes while experienc-
ing all cues once again to check whether they had understood the
explanation of the various cues. Next, the PFD+ was shown, and all
cues were thoroughly presented and experienced once again.
2) Familiarization: For familiarization with the model and con-

trols, a right-hand circuit to runway 36L at Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol (EHAM) was flown twice with the baseline PFD. Note that
this is a nonstandard approach, and therefore no instrument landing
system or precision approach path indicator was provided.
Next, the pilots performed the following exercises over the North Sea
to experience the haptic cues:

i) Pilot induced stall by maintaining altitude with idle throttle.
ii) Pilot reached overspeed by full throttle and pitching down.
iii) Pilot performed nose-dive followed by a strong back stick

input to reach the high-g region.
iv) Pilot performed rolling to the left and right.
v) Pilot performed pitching up as far as possible with closed

eyes, while keeping the aircraft at the onset of stall.
Upon completion of these exercises, the same circuit as before was
flown once more, this time with the PFD+. The haptics were left
unchanged with respect to the previous circuit. After one circuit, the
samemaneuvers were flown over the North Sea as before, apart from
the closed-eyes exercise.
3) Training: The training phase was set up to more closely resem-

ble operational flights and prepared the pilot for the actual measure-
ment flights. Four approaches were flown toward runway 16R of
Seattle Airport (KSEA), for which the layout is shown in Fig. 12. The
baseline PFD was used on the first two approaches, while the novel
PFD+ was present on the latter two approaches. The conditions
per flight are shown in Table 3. After each flight, the pilots were
asked to fill in a questionnaire, identical to those used in the meas-
urement runs.
4) Measurement runs: For the measurement runs, the pilots were

divided into two groups. Group A flew the first set of measurements
with the old PFD, followed by the PFD+, and group B vice versa.
At the start of each block of six measurement runs, a go-around

Fig. 10 Exterior of SIMONA at TU Delft.

Table 1 Characteristics of the participants

Group,M (SD)

Parameter A B Δ p

Age, years 42.5 (13.6) 42.1 (8.0) 0.4 0.948
Airbus flight hours 3,575 (3,288) 4,335 (2,306) 760 0.601
Flight hours 8,475 (5,602) 11,092 (4,841) 2,617 0.334

Group, n

A B

Aircraft type
A320 3 3
A330 5 5

Rank
Captains 3 7
First officers 2 0
Second officers 2 1
SFI 1 0

Fig. 11 Interior of SIMONA at TU Delft. **Open source flight simulator available at https://flightgear.org.
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scenariowas flown intoKSEAwith the PFDvariant corresponding to
that block of flights. This “refreshment” run was used to give the
participants a chance to refamiliarize themselves with the flight
model, haptic feedback, and, when applicable, PFD+ after a (lunch)
break.
Then the six measurement runs were flown. Each ended with a
questionnaire, followed by the presentation of a score. The airports
and scenarios for these flights were assigned according to a balanced
Latin square distribution. After the six flights, the pilots were asked to
fill in another questionnaire about the complete set of six flights.
5)Debriefing:At the end of the experiment, the pilots received one

more questionnaire about their overall experience throughout the day
as well as the realism of the simulator. Once the questionnaire had
been filled in, the pilots were debriefed. The research question was
revealed, and any remaining questions that could not be answered
before in order to not influence the experiment outcome were dis-
cussed at this point.

D. Secondary Task

Apart from flying the approach, the pilots were given a secondary

task in the formofAir TrafficControl (ATC) calls that they had to reply

to. Each pilot’s call sign reflected the company that the pilot was

employed at: “{Company} 107.” To ensure that the pilots had to pay

attention to the ATC calls, two other aircraft from the same company

were introduced with flight numbers 685 and 713. ATC could ask to

“report heading,” “report speed,” and “report altitude.” Random real-

izations were made for each condition to ensure that all pilots received

the same ATC commands in the same condition. A call sign and

command were selected from a uniform distribution. These were then

triggered at a delay after the previous command, determined by a

normal distribution (μ � 20 and σ � 2.5 s). The texts were read out

loud by a female American-English accent from the Festival†† text-to-

speech generation library.

E. Independent Variables

Three independent variables were used in the experiment: the

airport (two levels), the scenario (three levels), and the display (two

levels). In total therewere therefore 12 different conditions. To reduce

variance in the data, all pilots experienced the same conditions. To

mitigate order effects, a randomized balanced Latin squarewas used.

The airport and scenario were varied constantly, while the display

variant was fixed during a series of six consecutive flights to prevent

pilots from having to re-adapt to the available cues all the time.

1. Airport

Approaches were varied between runway 26L at Hartsfield-

Jackson Atlanta International Airport (KATL) and runway 09L at

LondonHeathrow (EGLL). Both airports have runways on either side

of the terminals, with comparable spacing (KATL: 1340 m; EGLL:

1420 m) and more or less adjacent thresholds. Their layouts are

shown in Figs. 13 and 14. An instrument landing system (ILS) was

available on the approach runway, with corresponding indications on

the PFD. The pilots were provided with approach charts including a

schematic of the runway layouts.

Table 3 Training phase flights

Run Airport Scenario Display

1 KSEA Windshear PFD
2 KSEA Runway sidestep PFD
3 KSEA Runway sidestep PFD+
4 KSEA Windshear PFD+

Table 2 Experiment procedure

Group 45 min 40 min 30 min 30 min 60 min 60 min 20 min

A
Briefing Familiarization Training flights Lunch

PFD flights PFD+ flights
Debriefing

B PFD+ flights PFD flights

09L

09R

Fig. 13 Airport diagram of EGLL [22].

16R 16L

Fig. 12 Airport diagram of KSEA [22].

27R

26L

Fig. 14 Airport diagram of KATL [22].

††University of Edinburgh, available at http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/
festival/.
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Each flight started circa 12 NM from the airport in trimmed flaps

up condition at 215 kts and an intercept heading of circa 45°, toward

the final approach fix (FAF) on the localizer. At EGLL the starting

positionwas circa 3NM right of the localizer, while it was circa 4NM

left of the localizer at KATL. Figure 15 shows a typical trajectory

toward EGLL.

2. Scenario

The pilots were subjected to three scenarios. Thesewere automati-

cally triggered upon descending through a predetermined altitude

given in Table 4. In all scenarios, a stable and variable wind was

introduced according to the distribution used in [6]. This wind was

identical for all pilots.
1)Windshear: The windshear was implemented using the standard

takeoff wind model from the FAA [23] with wind components as
shown in Fig. 16.An approachwindshearmodelwas not used because
it was found not to ensure that the aircraft would fly near the limits of
the FE. In the training runs, the strength of the windshear was reduced
while keeping the same distances, as indicated by the dashed lines in
Fig. 16. In accordance with the Flight Crew Operating Manual
(FCOM), the pilots were told to not change the configuration of the
aircraft, apply full thrust, pitch up to an initial attitude of 17.5°, and

adjust pitch as necessary to control altitude loss [13]. The lack of Speed
Reference System (SRS) pitch guidance upon windshear encounter
was explicitly briefed. When out of the shear, pilots were asked to
climb to the missed approach altitude at which the simulation was
halted.
2)Runway sidestep:ATCwouldmake either of the following calls,

depending on the airport: “{Company} 107, sidestep right to runway
09 right, cleared to land” (EGLL) or “{Company} 107, sidestep left
to runway 27 right, cleared to land” (KATL). Pilotswere briefed to try
to line up with the new runway as quickly as possible without using
extreme bank angles.
3)Go-around:WhenATCwould make the following call “{Com-

pany} 107, go-around,” pilots were supposed to climb to the missed
approach altitude with a climb rate of 2000 ft/min.

3. Display

Two variants of the PFD were used in the experiment (Fig. 17): the
original PFDwas a replica of the PFD on the real A320, while the new
PFD+ had several new indications, as discussed in Sec. III. The A320-
like ND was the same throughout the experiment and always showed
the final approach fix and runway threshold as waypoints (Fig. 17c).
This display also showed the current throttle and flap settings to
compensate for the absence of their normal indicators in the simulator.

F. Control Variables

The aircraft model and haptic feedback settings were the same in all
flights. The aircraft had a total mass of 64,841 kg and was in clean
configuration at the start of each flight. All flights took place in
alternate law. In termsof haptic feedback, the protection andmaximum
limits in roll were set to 15 and 30°, respectively, on all flights. These
are considerably smaller than the 33 and 67° used by Airbus [13] and
have been chosen to ensure that pilots would actually encounter the
(artificial) limits, as pilots do not bank beyond circa 30° in normal
operation. To ease recognition of these adjusted limits, the crosses on
thePFD’s bank scale that normally indicate the limit at 67°weremoved
to 30° for the experiment. Pilots were briefed beforehand on these
stricter limits, but also asked to fly like they would normally do.

G. Dependent Measures

Objective and subjective measures are used to assess the display in
terms of performance, safety, and pilot appreciation.

1. Objective Measures

Objective data from the simulator were automatically logged at a
rate of 100 Hz. Some of the objective measures were afterward
computed from this data or handwritten notes on the secondary task.
1) Control activity: It is root mean square of the stick deflection

angle in degrees.
2)Margins to FE limits:Both the FE limits and aircraft states were

measured in terms of airspeed, AoA, load factor, and roll angle. The
FE margin was computed off-line.
3)Performance scores, dependent on the scenario, were used for

two reasons. First and foremost to assess whether the pilot’s
performance changed in the experiment and second to communi-
cate to the pilots in order to encourage them to improve themselves
throughout the experiment. The scores were defined as follows:

i)Windshear: Total altitude loss in feet from start of windshear
till the lowest point during recovery

ii) Sidestep: The smallest distance in nautical mile to the thresh-
old of the new runway at which the aircraft was more than 300 ft
offset to either side of the localizer of that runway

iii)Go-around:Ratio of timeduring climbatwhichvertical speed
was between 1500 and 2500 ft∕min, measured from 100 ft above
the trigger altitude till 100 ft below the missed approach altitude

iv) Workload measured with a secondary task: ratio of correct
responses to ATC requests

2. Subjective Measures

Subjective measures were collected through questionnaires at
various times throughout the experiment.

Table 4 Scenario triggering altitudes

Triggering altitude

Above sea level, ft
Above ground

level, ft

Scenario Airport PFD PFD+ PFD PFD+

Windshear
EGLL 1500 1500 1420 1420
KATL 2500 2500 1475 1475
KSEA 1700 1650 1270 1220

Sidestep
EGLL 1200 1200 1120 1120
KATL 2100 2100 1075 1075
KSEA 1500 1500 1070 1070

Go-around
EGLL 800 1000 720 920
KATL 1700 1900 675 875
KSEA 1200 1300 770 870

East

North

1

2
3

4

4

Fig. 15 Flight plan for EGLL (not to scale). Start ①, localizer inter-

ception at FAF②, scenario triggering point③, and end of flight④.

Distance, NM

0 0.74 1.23 1.98

45

55

Headwind, kts

a) Headwind component

Distance, NM

0 0.41 0.74 1.15

35

30

Downwind, kts

b) Downwind component

Fig. 16 Windshearmodel, based on [23]. The dashed profile was used in
the training runs.
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1) After each flight:
i) Workload through a Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME)

questionnaire [24]
ii) Situation awareness through two questions on a linear scale

ranging from “Never” (0) to “Always” (100):
a) Did you have the feeling you were in control?
b) Did you have the feeling youmissed essential information?

iii) Usefulness of each haptic axis (pitch and roll) and—when
flying with the PFD+—each new display element in helping the
pilot to stay within the limits of the FE through a five-point Likert
scale question per item labeled as not at all, slightly, moderately,
very, and extremely
2) After both consecutive sets of six flights:
i) System acceptance through Van der Laan rating [25] and

Modified Cooper–Harper rating [26]
ii) Five-point Likert scale questions on three statements, with

labels at the minimum (disagree), middle (neutral), and maxi-
mum (agree)
iii) Questions on usefulness of individual haptic and display

properties in helping the pilot to stay within the FE limits: five-
point Likert scale labeled as not at all, slightly, moderately, very.
and extremely
iv) Open question on what haptic cue(s) and/or display ele-

ment(s) to add to the system, if any
v) Open question on what haptic cue(s) and/or display ele-

ment(s) to remove from the system, if any
3) At the end of the experiment:
i) Question on the pilot’s display preference (PFD or PFD+) in

combination with the haptic system
ii) Five-point Likert scale statements on the haptics, display, and

experiment with a minimum (disagree), middle (neutral), and
maximum (agree) label
iii) Five-point Likert scale question on the safety effect of the

system, with a minimum (unsafer), middle (unchanged), and
maximum (safer) label
iv) Five-point Likert scale questions on the realism of various

simulation aspects with a minimum (unrealistic), middle (accept-
able), and maximum (perfect) label

Apart from the questionnaires, pilots were actively encouraged to

verbally communicate anyquestions, remarks, and thoughts through-

out the day. Since all pilots were native Dutch, all questionnaires and

instructions were in Dutch.

H. Hypotheses

Based on the dependent measures, the following hypotheses are

formulated:
H1Workload:Workload in terms of control activity is expected to be
lower with the PFD+ compared to the original display, since the pilot
can anticipate the limits. With a lower workload for the primary task,
secondary task performance is expected to increase.
H2 Performance: In a similar fashion it is also predicted that the
addition of a visual display will improve the overall performance of
pilots flying with haptic feedback.

H3 Safety: Safety metrics are often expected to follow risk homeo-
stasis theory (a tradeoff between performance and perceived level of
risk) [27]. However, here it is assumed that pilots consider the edge of
the SFE as the maximum allowable risk. It is therefore hypothesized
that the margins to the ultimate FE limits will be larger when flying
with the PFD+. Additionally, pilots can anticipate the limits in
contrast to the haptic feedback.
H4 Pilot appreciation: On a subjective level, pilots are expected to
show greater appreciation for haptic feedback when combined with
the PFD+ as the display should help them understand the haptic cues
that they receive, one of the issues raised by pilots in the previous
haptic system evaluation.
H5 Indicator usefulness: It is expected that the load factor display
brings the least improvement compared to the old display, as the
respective limits are mostly encountered in combination with other
limits. TheAoA indication is expected to bemost useful as it provides
critical information that is currently not directly communicated to
the pilot.

V. Results

Several events warranted the selection of data, as some flights
could not be used for themain analysis. SectionV.A elaborates on this
selection. The results are then split into objective results as shown in
Sec. V.B and subjective results in Sec. V.C that stem from the
questionnaires. Because some of the data did not meet the require-
ments for an ANAVO (i.e., the data did not follow a normal distri-
bution), nonparametric tests were performed. Since both participant
groups experienced all conditions (resulting in paired samples),
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a 95% confidence interval are used
unless explicitly stated otherwise.

A. Data Exclusion

Sixteen pilots participated in the experiment, each flying 12
measurement conditions. Some flights in which a simulator hiccup,
before reaching the scenario trigger point, prevented proper execu-
tion were restarted. Two pilots from group B crashed their aircraft
once during the measurement flights by not recovering from a stall
upon windshear occurrence. One pilot crashed on the first measured
windshear, while the other crashed on his second windshear. Both
were flying with the PFD+ when they crashed, and had already
experienced two successful windshears in the training flights. The
first pilot indicated after the flight that he did not follow the
procedure from the FCOM, but relied on the AoA indication on
the PFD+. The other pilot did not provide an explanation, but
showed similar behavior. Those flights have been started over
without telling the pilots that they would encounter the same con-
dition again. One other PFD+ flight was restarted when the pilot
from group A entered a stall while turning to final, before reaching
the scenario trigger point. According to his own analysis, he lost his
concentration. The crashed and canceled flights are excluded from
the results, unless explicitly mentioned.

a) PFD b) PFD+ c) ND
Fig. 17 Displays used in the experiment.
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B. Objective Results

All flown tracks for both airports are shown in Fig. 18. The freedom

of the pilots to choose their flight path is clearly visible. Some pilots,

regardless of display variant, steered away from the localizer to give

themselves a smaller intercept angle, while other pilots steered toward

the localizer to overfly the FAF while lined up with the runway.

Furthermore, in the go-around and windshear scenarios, many pilots

did not maintain runway heading even though that was instructed.

Pilots also utilized various flap extension strategies, leading todifferent

approaches in terms of airspeed and corresponding FE limits.

This freedom complicates the comparison of flights. Each flight is

therefore cut into two sections for the analysis, based on the following

criteria:

Approach: From the start of the flight until the triggering of the
scenario, performed in every flight
Windshear: From the onset of thewindshear until the aircraft is stable
at the missed approach altitude
Runway sidestep: From sending the command to the text-to-speech
generator till reaching 50 ft AGL
Go-around: From sending the command to the text-to-speech gen-
erator till stable at missed approach altitude
Looking at all the other variables in the data, three more points

should be raised. First, not all pilotsmanaged to fly the approach speed
of 140 kt when the windshear was triggered. Two pilots from group A
havemuch higher approach speeds than the other pilots, irrespective of
the display variant (Fig. 19), which generally corresponds to a smaller

loss of altitude. In both groups, the airspeed is (slightly) lower in the
second series of flights. Second, two flights stand out with a very high
AoA of up to 29°. The pilots of both flights were flying relatively slow
and provided full back stick upon encountering the shear. One of the
pilots explained that he inadvertently thought he was flying in normal
law, where the aircraft would automatically limit the stick inputs.
Third, flap extension time is different per pilot, leading to different
performance during the initial approach.

1. Typical Data

Figure 20 shows data for all of the protected variables on a typical

flight with windshear scenario. The flap adjustments are clearly
reflected in the maximum speed limits, as well as in the maximum
permittedAoA.When turning onto the localizer, the pilot exceeded the
15° roll limit activating the haptic feedback on the roll axis. During the
windshear the pilot was in the AoA protection zone for circa 5 s and
exceeded the maximum AoA limit very briefly. Finally, a small
airspeed violation can be seen on the climb out to the missed approach
altitude when the pilot did not retract the flaps upon acceleration.

a) EGLL b) KATL

Fig. 18 Flight tracks of all flights combined, colored per pilot.

PFD PFD+ PFD PFD+

140

160

180
Group A Group B

In
d
ic
at
ed
ai
rs
p
ee
d
,
k
ts

Fig. 19 Mean indicated airspeed per pilot at start of windshear
(VAPP � 140 kt).

Fig. 20 Typical flight data: a windshear scenario at EGLL with the PFD+.
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2. Performance

Overall there seems to be little effect of the display on the perfor-
mance scores (see Sec. IV.G for their definition), but there are some
differences between the two airports. Especially in the windshear
scenario at KATL, the PFD shows a much larger spread than the
PFD+ (Fig. 21), which is not observed at EGLL. The other scenarios
only showed marginal effects and thus their data are not visualized
here for brevity. At EGLL the PFD+ leads to a slightly lower average
sidestep score (−0.05 NM), while at KATL it is higher for the PFD+
(0.1 NM). Finally the go-around also shows a small difference, with
five scores below 50% for EGLL and only two of such scores for
KATL. On average, go-around performance with the PFD+ at KATL
was 95% versus 98–99% for the other three airport–display combi-
nations. Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests show no significant differences
for any of the performance scores: windshear at EGLL (Z � −0.724,
p � 0.469) and KATL (Z � −1.293, p � 0.196), sidestep at EGLL
(Z � −1.028,p � 0.304) andKATL (Z � −0.159,p � 0.874), and
finally the go-around at EGLL (Z � −0.035, p � 0.972) and KATL
(Z � −0.175, p � 0.861).

3. Secondary Task

Combining the flights of all pilots, there were 734 ATC calls that
required a reply. Just 22 of those were not or incorrectly answered.
Further analysis shows that the vast majority of ATC requests that
were missed occurred while the aural windshear or stall warnings
were active, or when the pilot was already transmitting a message,
and not the result of workload differences. The ratio of correct replies
is therefore not a useful workload measure in this experiment.

4. Time Outside the Safe Flight Envelope

Themean time spent outside the various limits of the SFE is shown
in Fig. 22, where only flight phases are shown for which there was
more than one excursion in the entire experiment. Roll protection
limit excursions (ϕ > 15°) mostly occurred during the localizer
intercept and in the runway sidestep. Only during one windshear
the roll protection was very briefly activated, while it was never

activated in the go-around phase. Figure 22a shows that in both
approach and sidestep the excursions were slightly shorter with the
new display. AWilcoxon’s signed-rank test shows that the change in
approach is significant (Z � −3.206, p < 0.001) while in the side-
step it is not (Z � −1.034, p � 0.301). For the maximum roll limit
(ϕ > 30°), there were too few violations to run a similar analysis.
Speed excursions were primarily seen during windshear and

approach (Fig. 22b). In approach, these excursions were generally
caused by a decreasing maximum speed upon flap extension. When
climbing out of the windshear, flaps were often retracted too late,
while the airspeed increased rapidly. In windshear, pilots seem to
spend less time in the high-speed protection with the PFD+, but this
decrease is not significant (Z � −1.619, p � 0.105). A similar, but
significant, effect is seen during approach (Z � −2.521,p � 0.012).
In the sidestep and go-around, there were too few overspeed occur-
rences for any statistical analysis. The maximum speed was only
exceeded once, during a windshear with the original PFD.
As expected, the AoA limits are almost exclusively exceeded

during the windshear. Figure 22c shows the time spent above the
protection limit. Only one pilot never exceeded the AoA protection
limit. There was a small but not significant decrease in time with the
PFD+ (Z � −0.795, p � 0.427).

5. Control Activity

The root-mean-square (RMS) control deflections of the side stick
are given in Figs. 23 and 24 for pitch and roll, respectively. Control
activity is highest in the pitch axis during the windshear scenario. In
the roll axis, most control activity is seen during the sidestep and to a
lesser extent during the approach phase. There are no significant
differences between the two displays, although pitch control activity
appears slightly higher in windshear with the PFD+ (Z � −0.879,
p � 0.379), while roll control activity seems slightly lower in the
sidestep (Z � −0.465, p � 0.642).

C. Subjective Results

Subjective results were collected through a series of question-
naires. The results are discussed per questionnaire, starting with the
one that was presented after each single flight, followed by the
questionnaire that wrapped up a series of six flights with a single
display configuration, and finally the questionnaire that was posed at
the end of the experiment.

1. Postrun Questionnaire

A short questionnaire after each single run allows seeing how the
display and haptics are experienced in the three scenarios. Figure 25
shows the answers to the question, “Did you have the feeling you
missed any essential information?” Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests
indicate that the display had a significant effect on both the lack of
information in thewindshear scenario (Z � −2.691,p � 0.007) and
sidestep scenario (Z � −2.121,p � 0.034). The go-around scenario
showed no significant results (Z � −0.756,p � 0.450). In thewind-
shear eleven of the 16 pilots indicated less lack of essential informa-
tion in the presence of the PFD+ and for three pilots the display

PFD PFD+ PFD PFD+

0

500

1,000

1,500

EGLL KATL

A
lt
it
u
d
e
lo
ss
,
ft

Fig. 21 Mean windshear altitude loss per pilot.
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c) Angle of attack

Fig. 22 Mean times in protection per pilot. Flight phases in which one or zero excursions into the protection limits were registered are not shown.
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version did not make any difference. Particularly the AoA indication
was said to be missed on the original PFD.
No significant difference between displays is observed for any of

the scenarios in the control metric regarding the question, “Did you
have the feeling you were in control?” (Fig. 26). During the wind-
shear, pilots feel slightly more in control with the new display, in
correspondence with the indicated lack of information. Ten pilots
indicated an improvement with the PFD+ in windshear, five pilots a
decrease, and one pilot was indifferent to the display variant. Overall,
most pilots had the feeling that they were less in control in the
windshear scenario than in the other scenarios.
In terms of subjective workload, the RSME scores, averaged over

the two flights per scenario, show that the pilots perceived the highest

effort in the windshear scenario (Fig. 27). The effort in the sidestep
scenario is less and comparable to that in the go-around scenario.
There are no statistically significant differences observedbetween the
two displays.
When asked about the usefulness of the haptic feedback on the

pitch and roll axis of the stick, it can be seen that the pilots considered
the haptic pitch cuesmost helpful in thewindshear scenario (Fig. 28).
Pitch did not help in the sidestep scenario, but provided some help in
the go-around scenario. Roll was somewhat helpful during the side-
step, but much less than the pitch cues in windshear. In the other
scenarios, roll cues were not so helpful. None of the axes shows a
significant change in subjective haptic usefulness between the two
display variants.
Results of a similar usefulness questionnaire regarding the various

display indications are shown in Fig. 29. It reveals that pilots consider
the airspeed indication useful in all scenarios, but especially in
windshear. The AoA indication is even more useful in the windshear
scenario, and for some pilots also in the go-around. The indication of
bank is somewhat helpful during the sidestep scenario, but not in the
other scenarios. And finally, the load factor indication is almost never
useful according to the pilots, who often mentioned that they did not
look at it at all.

2. Postblock Questionnaire

The Van der Laan ratings, which were collected after six consecu-
tive flights with one of the display options, are shown in Fig. 30
averaged per category [25]. The ratings show a small, insignificant
positive effect of the PFD+ on usefulness (Fig. 30a). No such differ-
encewas observed in the system acceptance (Fig. 30b). Nevertheless,
the spread did reduce in both categories when the PFD+ was used.
When splitting the two groups of pilots, the mean of the usefulness
rating of the first batch of six flights appeared to be higher than that of
the second batch, irrespective of the display order. Apparently, the
pilots considered the system less useful once they had practiced more
with it. The mean of the acceptance rating did not change much
between the first and second batches, but group B showed a greatly
reduced spread with the PFD+, whereas group A did not. One pilot
from group A gave the lowest rating of all pilots on both usefulness
and acceptance when flying the PFD. His ratings were significantly
higher with PFD+. As shown in Fig. 30c, only two pilots gave the
system a negative usefulness rating, both when flying with the PFD.
The PFD ratings showed a strong correlation between usefulness and
acceptance with a Pearson correlation coefficient ρ � 0.877, while
the correlation was weaker with the PFD+ (ρ � 0.757).
To get a better understanding of what might have lowered their

ratings, the pilotswere askedwhat theywould remove from the haptic
system, if anything at all. No differences were observed between the
two displays, with the exception of the neutral point shift at high
speed. Two pilots would like to remove this cuewith the PFD, but not
with the PFD+. The neutral point shifts in general were not noticed by
the pilots unless they explicitly paid attention. One pilot attributed
this to his “flying with my fingertips.” Furthermore, four pilots who
would like to see the pulse removed were annoyed by the strict limits
in bank. They also considered the pulses in pitch a nuisance when
extending the flaps brought them above the 20 kts margin toward the
maximum speed limit while still flying below the maximum flap
extension speed. The pulse itself was said to have the potential of a
good attention grabber, as long as the limits are set to realistic values.

PFD PFD+ PFD PFD+ PFD PFD+

Never

Always
Windshear Sidestep Go-around

Fig. 26 Postrun question: Did you have the feeling you were in control?

PFD PFD+ PFD PFD+ PFD PFD+
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Fig. 25 Postrun question: Did you have the feeling you missed any
essential information?
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Fig. 24 Mean RMS roll input per pilot.
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Fig. 23 Mean RMS pitch input per pilot.
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Fig. 27 Mean RSME scores per pilot.
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The same question was asked regarding the display indications,
assuming that the haptics would not change. The load factor is the
only indication that should be removed according to a majority of
eleven pilots (four from group A and seven from group B), with the
other indications receiving at most three nominations in total for
removal.
Asking about the usefulness of the various haptic cues in prevent-

ing envelope excursions, all cues except for the stick shaker were
considered more useful with the PFD+ (Fig. 31). The increasing
stiffness and shifts of neutral point stand outwith considerably higher
ratings. The pulse was slightly more useful with the PFD+, while the
stick shaker was considered slightly less useful. The number of “not
at all” ratings for the pulse and neutral point shifts correspond to the

similar number of pilots that indicated that these should be removed
from the system.
The same question was asked about the various elements of the

display indications (Fig. 32). The indication of the protected limit
(beyond which the SFE is exited) was considered just slightly more
useful than the indication of the maximum FE limit. Despite a slight
inclination toward useful there was no clear consensus between the
pilots on whether the thickening of the indication is a useful aid in
preventing envelope excursions.
TheModified Cooper–Harper (MCH) ratings in Fig. 33 show little

differences between the old and newPFDs, except that the spreadwas
less with the new display and therewere fewer ratings of 4 andworse.
When looking at the PFD+ ratings for each group separately, it can be
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Fig. 28 Subjective usefulness ratings of the two haptic axes in helping to stay inside the FE limits.
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Fig. 29 Subjective usefulness ratings of PFD+ display elements in helping to stay inside the FE limits.
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Fig. 30 Van der Laan ratings per pilot and display.
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observed that the rating was 3 on average for group A, while it was 2
on average for group B. To get from a 2 to a 3 or vice versa, one must
answer differently on the question, “Does the system support efficient
decision making?” An MCH rating of 1 or 2 indicates that this

question was answered with “yes,” while a rating of 3 or more can
only be chosen when the question is answered with “no.”

3. Postexperiment Questionnaire

At the end of the experiment, the pilots completed one final
questionnaire. Most pilots in both groups indicated that they would
like to see the haptics combined with the PFD+ (Fig. 34). In group B
the preference was less pronounced than in group A, but there was
still a small majority in favor of the PFD+ over the original PFD.
Apart from this binary question, several statements were posed to

get a better understanding of how the pilots experienced the system
and the experiment itself. The results are shown in Fig. 35. From the
figure, a small positive effect of the PFD+ on understanding the
haptic cues can be observed. With the PFD, which lacked an indica-

tion for the overspeed protection at 20 kts below VMO, some pilots
experienced pulses in the stick that they could not explain. Pilots also
indicated to be able to return faster to the SFE upon exceeding the
envelope when using the PFD+.
Almost all pilots were of the opinion that their understanding of

the haptics and display increased throughout the experiment—the

so-called “learning effect.” Nevertheless, a small majority of pilots
thought that the system does not require lots of training. The vast
majority of pilots was of the opinion that the system would help
prevent critical situations and if such situations do occur that the
system would help solve them. In fact, almost all pilots thought that
implementation of such a system would have a positive effect on
safety; only one pilot thought that safety would be unchanged.
Finally, there was no consensus on whether the display is too dis-
tracting. Pilots who said it was, often attributed this to the strict bank
angle limits leading to—when being accustomed to normal bank
limits—premature warnings on the bank scale.
In terms of simulation fidelity, all aspects of the experiment were

considered acceptable or better by the vast majority of pilots
(Fig. 36). Two “unrealistic” ratings on flight dynamics andweather
were given by a pilot from group A, who also gave the lowest rating
of all pilots on the side stick and ND. The other “unrealistic” rating
for weather was by another group A pilot. There were considerable
comments on the flight dynamics model, primarily about the thrust
setting not matching that of a real Airbus and a too high sensitivity
in pitch, which were also primary complaints in our earlier
research. In terms of weather, some pilots thought that the wind-
shears were too strong compared to their usual training scenarios
and some attributed the effect of wind on the aircraft to the weather
system instead of the flight dynamics model. The projected envi-
ronment (terrain, airport, and sky) was rated acceptable or better by
all pilots.
When taking a closer look at the two—for this experiment—most

important simulation elements, the PFD and the side stick, it is clear
that both were sufficiently realistic. Pilots were in general very
positive about the realism of the PFD, saying that it resembled the
real instrument very well. Most criticism was about the nervousness
of the speed trend vector and occasional disappearance of the flight
path vector (FPV). The FPV only disappeared during the training
sessions at KSEAwhen the aircraft was flying a heading of exactly
180°. This was only discovered on the third experiment day and was
therefore left unfixed for the remainder of the experiment. The ND
scored mostly acceptable or better, although some pilots missed the
track indication from the real aircraft to help them line up with the
runway.
The nominal feeling of the side stick was considered at least

acceptable by all but one pilot. Several pilots commented that the
pitch and roll axes are more separated in the real stick, allowing for
separate inputs in either axis. With the simulated stick, they found it
difficult to only apply pitch inputs without inadvertent roll input.

VI. Discussion

Previous research has indicated that adding visualizations to haptic
feedback improves user acceptance of this feedback and possibly also
yields performance and safety benefits [7]. Our experiment results
indeed show a slight improvement in acceptance and safety with the
newly designed display, but not any change (neither increase nor
decrease) in performance. The following discussion is split into parts
that follow the hypotheses. It concludes with the experiment setup
and an overall system evaluation.
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A. Workload

When it comes to workload, there were only small changes

observed in control activity, increasing or decreasing depending on

the scenario. All changes lacked statistical significance. The secon-

dary task, replying to ATC requests, turned out to be unusable for

workload analysis due to the small number of missed ATC requests.

Handling these requests was too easy for the pilots and did not draw

their focus away from the primary task. A comparable result was seen

in an experiment with a similar setup [6]; therefore future research

should make use of a different secondary task to aid measuring

workload. The subjective RSME rating showed no change in work-

load either, nor did any of the pilots hint on a change in workload in

the debriefing. Thus, it is reasonably safe to conclude that the PFD+

does not lead to a change in workload, rejecting Hypothesis H1. The

fact that there is no increase in workload either makes the PFD+ an

acceptable display from the perspective of workload.

B. Performance

Concerning the go-around scenario, several pilots indicated that it

was “unusual” to maintain the instructed 2000 ft∕min on go-around,
so they sometimes forgot to pay attention to the vertical speed.

Another possible cause of the low scores for this scenario is the

standard procedure to start reducing the rate of climb some 10%

below the target altitude, while the score was based on the climb rate

up to 100 ft (ca. 5%) below the missed approach altitude.

While the performance measures in the sidestep and go-around

scenarios were not expected to see significant improvements with the

PFD+, there were strong expectations that the AoA indication would

lead to better windshear performance. In theory, it allows pilots to fly

at themaximumperformance of the aircraft, reducing the altitude lost

during recovery. This is, however, not reflected in the results. A

possible explanation is that the indication persuaded pilots to pitch

up further than the standard 17.5° dictated by procedures. A larger

pitch angle makes it harder to recover the aircraft once stalled, as

demonstrated by the two windshear crashes that both occurred with

the PFD+. Limiting the indication to a fixed maximum—similar to

Boeing’s PLI [19]—to prevent excessive pitch (pilot following sym-

bol) may diminish this problem. Another potential cause of poor

performance was the ambiguity of the AoA indicator’s reference.

Aligning the “whiskers” such that they touch the upper side of the

fixed aircraft symbol when the AoA margin is zero would solve this

ambiguity, while alsomaking it easier for pilots to “ride” on the limit.

Concluding, the new display seems to neither significantly improve

nor deteriorate performance. Hypothesis H2 is thus also rejected.

C. Safety

During windshear, pilots flying the PFD+ spent slightly less time
outside the SFE at high AoA and airspeeds. The decrease in time in
overspeed protection during the approach phase clearly shows that
the stringent 20 kts high-speed margin, only visible to pilots with the
PFD+, changed pilot behavior when not only communicated through
haptic feedback. Similar behavior was seen in roll. While the time
spent in roll protection also significantly reduced, the artificially strict
bank limits may have had a big impact on pilot behavior in roll. To
ensure that the pilots would enter the roll protection, the bank angle
limits in the experimentwere artificially reduced compared to the real
aircraft. Many pilots indicated that this was unrealistic and perceived
the roll cues in the haptic system and display as a nuisance because
they activated while flying at a bank angle perfectly acceptable in
normal operation. A different scenario setup may allow for the
standard bank angle limits to be used, while still bringing the pilots
near the edges of the SFE. Nevertheless, pilots did respect the bank
limits more when shown on the PFD+. Hypothesis H3 (i.e., the
margin to the FE boundaries would become larger with the PFD+)
cannot be accepted, however, due to a lack of statistically significant
differences. There does seem to be a small effect of the display that
warrants further research.
While the objective effect on safetywas limited, a large share of the

pilots does expect that the system would improve safety when
implemented. The data do not provide a definitive answer onwhether
that can be attributed to the haptics, the display, or the combination of
both. Previous research suggests that the haptic system by itself is
already seen as a safety improvement, so the effect of the displaymay
be limited here [6].

D. Pilot Appreciation

Overall, most pilots preferred the PFD+ over the conventional
PFD, suggesting an improved acceptance of the haptic system in
combination with the new display. This is confirmed by the increased
usefulness ratings of the haptic cues with the PFD+. Still, Van der
Laan and MCH ratings did not indicate a significant change in
appreciation of the system as a whole. A possible explanation for
this is that the haptic feedback, which was always enabled, was a
more prominently present novelty for the pilots and thus had a larger
impact on their systemwide ratings than the display. Testing a base-
line condition, with no haptic feedback, would show the effect of just
the haptic feedback. Previous research did include such a condition,
but did not use theVan der Laan andMCH rating scales [6,28]. Based
on these findings Hypothesis H4 cannot be unequivocally accepted.

E. Display Indications

As hypothesized, the load factor indication was considered the
least useful indication by the pilots. They often indicated that they did
not look at it at all for mainly two reasons. Firstly, it is simply not
needed, because whenever the load factor limits are reached there is
always another limit crossed (in the conditions from the experiment
that is indeed true). The other reason is that the indication is added to
the left of the speed tape, where in the actual Airbus there is nothing.
The new indication was therefore most likely not included in the
scanning pattern, but eye-tracking measures would be needed to
confirm this. It is worth noting that several pilots considered the
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addition of a load factor indication “extremely useful” during the
briefing at the start of the experiment, but then changed their opinion
after flyingwith it.More trainingmay improve this, but combining all
results, it is expected that a load factor indication brings no extra
benefit over the other indications. In future research, the load factor
indication can be removed to reduce visual load and to make the
display better fit in the standard Airbus display size.
The AoA indication, on the other hand, was much more appreci-

ated by the pilots. The only pilot who stated to remove it proposed to
show the AoA and load factor indications only in critical situations,
like windshear or terrain avoidance maneuvers. Although it did not
bring the expected performance benefit, it gavemost pilots the feeling
that they were better informed about the state of the aircraft. It is
probably also the reason why the stick shaker is considered less
useful with the PFD+, as stall information is now also communicated
through the AoA indication. Hypothesis H5 is thus accepted.
A limitation of the decision to adhere to only visualize the cues and

limits as communicated by the haptic feedback system was the
inability to add indications outside the PFD, such as on the engine
displays. Especially for speed limits, engine controls may be a
desirable control input worth investigating in future research. The
presented design is furthermore limited to modern commercial air-
liners with digital flight instruments, where FE and state information
is readily available. In analog steam-gauge style cockpits, as often
found in general aviation or older aircraft, this information first needs
to be made available [29].

F. Experiment

Looking back at the experiment itself, the use of two pilot groups
with different display orders was a valid choice, as some dependent
measures showed a stark contrast between the two groups. This can
probably be primarily attributed to the learning effect. Haptic feed-
back was new for almost all pilots, and those who did fly with it
before did so over a year earlier. Even though the pilots received
considerable training, theywere clearly still gettingmore accustomed
to both the simulator and researched systems as the experiment
progressed. Subjective results may have also been affected by the
fact that the pilots did not fly a baseline condition with haptic feed-
back disabled and the original PFD. Although this could have helped
determine whether any changes are caused by the haptic feedback
itself, or the display, the experiment would also have lasted much
longer, possibly even 2 days per pilot, which is impractical.
In the aim for realistic scenarios and a high ecological validity, pilots

were given much freedom, which lead to challenges in the data
analysis. It could help to limit this freedom in future experiments.
Extending the routeon theNDfrom theFAF to the starting position can
encourage pilots to intercept the localizer at more consistent angles
than flown in this research. Using the autopilot to bring the aircraft to a
predetermined state and then hand-over control to the pilot on the onset
of an event may also help and is an accepted method in flight training
[30]. As with any simulator experiment, the simulator itself may also
have influenced the results. To minimize the impact of differences
between the real aircraft and the simulation, pilots were given consid-
erable time to familiarize themselves. Together with this research’s
focus on the PFD and side stick, both rated as sufficiently realistic by
the pilots, the differenceswith respect to the real aircraft are considered
acceptable with insignificant influence on the outcome.
Finally, the lack of simulator motion may have influenced pilot

behavior. Especially in stall conditions, pilots are known to some-
times over-react when they do not feel the load factor [31]. Display-
ing the load factor was expected to make up for this lack of
information. However, as discussed before, pilots did not pay much
attention to the load factor indicator, so this cannot be assumed to be
an adequate replacement. An experiment involving haptic feedback,
PFD+, andmotion cueing should be conducted to seewhethermotion
indeed has any effect.

G. Overall System Evaluation

Wrapping up, supplementing haptic feedback through the PFD+
produces no big improvements, nor does it introduce drawbacks.

Because most pilots appreciated the display, although with a number
of simplifications, the integration of the input and output spaces
seems to be a feasible solution. The display appears to fulfill its main
design goal: increasing the understanding and appreciation of haptic
feedback as a way to communicate FE boundaries. The system was
only evaluated in approach scenarios, though, while a substantial
number of LOC-I accidents in recent years occurred during initial
climb-out and cruise [32]. Testing the haptics and display in a cruise
situationwhere pilots suddenly find themselves in alternate law could
show the potential of the system in a wider range of flight phases. A
future design iteration may benefit from changes to the haptic feed-
back, for example, inhibiting the overspeed warning if the flaps are
already transitioning to a setting allowing for a higher VMO. Care
must then be taken that the visualizations remain conformal to the
cues from the haptic feedback.

VII. Conclusions

This study explored visual ways to supplement haptic feedback in
communicating FE boundaries to pilots. The resulting display design
is unique in integrating both the limits of the FE and the limits of the
control inputs in one display. The display also shows the direction and
magnitude of the haptic feedback applied on the side stick. To
accomplish this, the standard A320 PFD has been enhanced with
new indications for AoA, airspeed, bank angle, and load factor.
The design presented in this paper did not yield significant

differences in performance compared to the original PFD. Small
but significant changes were observed in the time spent outside the
SFE regarding roll angle and airspeed, hinting on a potential safety
improvement. Subjective ratings showed that the display led to a
small increase in pilot appreciation of the haptic feedback. The dis-
play increased pilots’ understanding of what the haptics were aiming
to communicate and helped them to keep their aircraft within the
SFE limits.
In conclusion, the proposed display can help increase pilot appre-

ciation of haptic feedback. The combined system can lead to an
improvement in aviation safety by reducing LOC-I accidents. Future
research should focus on improving the display and experiment
design. The unused load factor indication should be removed to
reduce clutter. Especially the AoA indication appears to be useful,
but also led to a number of crasheswhen pilots followed it too closely.
Further research is suggested to improve this particular indication and
reduce its ambiguity. It is also recommended to test the display with
the actual operational bank limits, instead of the artificially reduced
ones used in this research.
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